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ACTA FACULTATIS KБRЮI NATURAIЛLШ UЯIVERSITATIS COЗIENIANAE 

ЗIATHEMATICA XVII - 19G7 

2. PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

A. D. ALEXANDROV, Novosibirsk 

A GENERAL METHOD OF MAJORATING OF 
DIRICHLET PROBLEM SOLUTIONS 

1. Let u(x) be a function in a domain G in the Euclidean ra-space En. We 
say that x0 e G is its convexity point if the surface S : z = u(x) in (n + 1)-
space has at the point x0, u(x0) a supporting plane from below, i.e. z = pix1 + 
+ q < u(x), pix\ + q = u(x0). To such a plane we make to correspond the 
point (pv . . . , pn) in En. Let XFU(M), M <= En, be the set of all such points 
corresponding to all points x e M (if M includes no convexity points of u, 
WU(M) is empty). It is ,,the lower supporting image of M by u". mes WU(M) 
is a totally additive set functions. One can obviously define the upper 
supporting image WU(M). 

We consider functions u subject to the following conditions; 
(A) u is continuous in G + 8G, 
(B) the set function mes XFU (Mu) is absolutely continuous: this is fulfilled, 

in particular, if u e Wn(D) for every D, D + 3D c G. 
Suppose that u satisfies at almost all its convexity points the inequality 

w < X(x, u) V(Vu), w = det (ui}), X, U ^ 0. (1) 

(Note: any function is twice approximative^ differentiable at almost all its 
convexity points. Thus no special differentiability conditions are necessary 
as soon as wre understand Uf, uy as the coefficients of the approximative dif
ferentials dw, d2w). 

In order to formulate our basic theorem introduce the following notations: 
h(x, v) be the distance from a point x e G to the supporting plane to dG 
with the external normal v; Q be the unite sphere — the set of all unite vectors 
v; we put Vu = pv, p = \Vu\. 

Theorem 1.7/ a function u with above conditions (A), (B) satisfies (1) at 
almost all convexity points, then for any xeG where u(x) < 0 the following 
inequality takes place 
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\u(x)\ 
h(x,r) 

J J U-X(pv) p"-1 dp dv < J X(x, u(x)) dx. (2) 
.0 0 G 

This implies an estimation for \u(x)\ provided X(x, u(x)) is summable and the 
left integral grows to the infinity with the upper limit of integration. 

The proof of our theorem runs as follows. Let M be the set of convexity 
points of u. Owing to (1) 

J U-hv dx < J X dx. (3) 
M M 

But w = i» — •' »J. j s t j i e j a c 0 | 3 i a n 0f ^ g supporting mapping (a;1, . . . , 
C\X , . . . , X ) 

xn) -> (pv . . . , pn) for almost everywhere jp$ = ut. Thus owing to the con
dition (B) 

J U-hv dx = J E / - 1 ^ ) d-px . . . djpw. (4) 
JUT ^M(3/) 

Obviously Wu(M) = WU(G) and J X da; ̂  J X da. Therefore (3) and (4) 
imply M G 

J U-*(pv) dPl... dpn <C J Z(a?, «(*)) dx. (5) 
«̂(̂ ) o 

Now take a point xeG where u(x) < 0 and construct in (n + l)-space 
the cone G that projects dG from the point x, u(x). One can easily observe, 
from direct geometrical consideration, that to every supporting plane to the 
cone G there corresponds a parallel supporting plane to the surface S :z = 
= u(x). I t means that the supporting image of S includes that of G; i.e. 
WU(G) => Wc\ and moreover mes Wu > mes Wc> Hence (5) implies 

SU-*dpx ...dpn<fXdx. (6) 

Now, elementary geometrical consideration show that the supporting 
image of the cone G is a convex domain bounded by the surface with the 
equation (in spherical coordinates p, v) 

\u(x)\ 
P h(x, V) ' 

Thus, if we transform the left integral (6) to the spherical coordinates 
p, v, we shall see that it is the left integral in (2). Hence (6) implies (2) and 
our theorem is proved. 

2. Suppose u satisfies an equation 
F(utj, uu u,x) = 0 (7) 

where F is such that (7) implies (1) at almost all convexity points of u. Then 
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we can apply our Theorem 1 which will give the estimations of the values 
u(x). 

One can observe that the inequality F <; 0 imlies to <Z K(x, u, Vu), when 
d2u ;> 0, for every strictly elliptic F and even for wider class of F. The 
estimation K(x, u, Vu) <, X(x, u) U(Vu) usually takes place. Thus Theorem 1 
proves to be applicable to a very wide class of equations. 

The simplest case is the linear equation 

aVuy + bVu = g, g = f - cu, aVUfa 2> 0. (8) 

Because of a^SiSj > 0 we have at the point where d2u > 0 
JL 

aVutj > n(aw)n, a = det (aV). (9) 

Hence n(aw)n <g — 6 Vw which easily leads to the inequality of the form 
(1). The results got for linear equations will be given somewhat further. 

3. Under certain conditions on the function U in (1) the inequality (2) can 
be transformed into a simpler form. Introduce the functions hn(x) — the 
mean values of the distances h(x, v): 

—I 
hK(x) = M- I h~K(x, v) dv, K ^ 0; hQ(x) = exp — f In h(x, v) dv (10) 

where xn = mes Q. 

Theorem 2. / / U(pv) < U(p) and U(p) pK~n is a non-increasing function, 
then (2) implies 

\u(x)\ 
hK{x) 

*n J U-1(p)p^-1 dp < $X(x, U(x)) dx. (11) 
0 G 

4. For the linear equation (8) we get the following results. 

Theorem 3, If in (8) det (a^) = 1 then at every point x where u(x) < 0 

\u(x)\<*n\\g+\\Fn(\\b\\)K{x) (12) 

.-.2. 
ivhere the norms are those in Ln(G), <zn = n-1rn

 n, rn = ^n^""1 & the volume of 
the unite sphere, 

Fn{S) = *u"; + Vn(Q,{£2>0)9 (13) 

<pn(£),for n > 1, being a bounded increasing function, <pn(ty = 0, and ^ ( f ) = 0. 
Presize definition of the function Fn can be given as a convers to an explicitely 
represented elementary function. 

Theorem 3 leads to the following corollaries. 
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Theorem 4. The homogeneous eq^lation (8) with det («*>) = 1 has no non-zero 
solution if ||c+|| < oo and 

a»||c+/yiE„(ll&ll)<l. (14) 

If the strict ineq^tality takes place here, then at every x where u(x) < 0 

\uM\ < H/+HW (m 

5. The inequalities of Theorems 3,4 are presize and no general estimations 
nor general uniqueness conditions are possible in terms of norms weaker than 
those in Ln(G). The presize meaning of this statement is given by the following 
theorems in which we speak on elliptic equations (8) with smooth coefficients, 
det (aV) = 1 and on theri smooth solutions u with ti/tG = 0. 

Theorem 5. Let the domain G be convex. 
(1) Consider in G equations ^vith a given value of the magnitude an| \g\ \ Fn(\\b\ \) = 

= II. The lower upper bound of the values \u(x)\ of their solutions, for every x, 
is sup \u(x)\ = Hh0(x). (IfGis a sphere. x0 is its center, A, B, epositive numbers, 
there exist in G eq^mtions with \\q\\ = A, ||6|| = 2? and the solution, ^l for which, 
\u(x0)\ difters from the right part of (12) less than by e.) 

(2) For any s > 0 s^lch a homogeneous equation can be given that 

*n\\c+K\\Fn(\\b\\)<\+e, 

but it has non-zero sohition. 

(3) The estimation (15) is presize in the sense analogous to (1). 

Theorem 6. Let G be a sphere; let <p(£) be s^tch a fanction, £ e [0, oo), that 
<p(£) I" 1 -> 0 when £ ->oo. Put for a function g in G 

N(g) = f<p(gn)dx. (17) 
G 

(1) Such a sequence of eq^lations a^uy = f can be given in G that N(f) -> 0, 
fait \u(x)\ ->oo for every x e G. 

(2) For any s > 0 such equations 

aihiij + b\'u = 0, a^hiij + cu = 0 (18) 

can be given in G that N(b) < e, N(c) < e, but the equations have non-zero 
solutions. 

G. Let r = r(x) be the distance from x e G to the boundary of the convex 
hull of G in the direction of the vector —b = —b(x). Put c = c + \b\ r"1, 
g=f— cu. 

Theorem 7. Under the conditions of Theorem 3 

\u(x)\<*n\\g+\\K(x)- (19) 
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The condition of nonexistance of non-zero solution is 

a»||c+*»|| .^1, ||c+|| <co , (20) 

and if here the strict inequality takes place, 

These inequalities are presize in a sense analogous to that of Theorem 5; we 
have but to consider in this Theorem the equations with 6 = 0. 

The estimation (19) is formally always true but it has a meaning if ||gr+|| < 
< oo which is ensured if | ]&.?—x|| < co. This implies certain conditions on b. 
Let G be convex and x -> dG. Then, if roughly speaking b(x) is directed frorii 
cG, r(x) -> 0 and the condition 116̂ —x|| < co gives a comparatively strong 
limitation on \b(x)\\ but if b(x) is directed towards cG, r(x) > const > 0, and 
H&r-1!! <oo if ||6|| <oo . 

The advantage of the inequalities of Theorem 7 in comparison to those of 
Theorems 3,4 consists in the properties of the function hn(x). Owing to well 
known properties of meanvalues, hn(x) < h0(x) with the only exception when 
G is a sphere and x is its center. Moreover, if G is convex and Q(X) denotes 

L 
the distance of x from dG, we have the estimation hn(x) < Const Qn(x). 
On the contrary, at every point x e dG which is the vertex of a paraboloid 
(of any degree > 1) included in G, h0(x) > 0. 

7. All above results allow of an essential generalization which, shortly 
speaking, consists in application of the some considerations to the projections 
of the solution u on various planes E of any dimensionality m, 1 <: m < n. 
We may suppose that E is (x1, . . . , xm) — plane. Then the lower projection 
of a function <p(x) === <p(xx, . . . , xn), x e G, is 

<pE(xx, ..., xm) = inf <p(xn, ..., xn), (22) 
(xm+1,...,xn) 

and the upper projection is <pE(xx, ..., xm) = sup q>(xl, ...,xn); they are 
defined in the projection GE of G. 

The results for linear equation (8) imply the norms \\<P\\E defined as follows. 
Let aE = det (a^), i,j<m, provided E is (xl, ..., #m)-plane. We define 

\\<p\\E=\\a'E
n\\^\\Lm{GE). (23) 

We define the functions hKE(%) by the same formula (10) with the only 
difference that we integrate over the set QE of the unite vectors in E and 
pivide by nm = mes QE. 
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Theorem 8. Under the conditions of the Theorem 3, for almost all planes E 
of any bundle there takes place the inequalities 

\n(x)\ < *m\\g+\\EFm(\\b\\E) hQE(x). (24) 

Theorems 4, 5 admit corresponding generalizations, too. 
8. The methods and results given here are expounded with proofs in a series 

of my papers published in 
CudupCKuii MaTeMaTunecKUu xcypHaJi. 1966, No 3; BecTHUK JlenunzpadcKozo 
ynueep3UTeTa 1966, NNo 1, 7, 13; RoKjiadu AKadeMUU nayK CCCP, 1966, 
v. 169, No 4, 
and partly in a course of lectures "The method of normal map in uniqueness 
problems and estimations for elliptic equations", Seminari delV Instituto Nazio-
nale di Alta Matematica 1962—1963, vol. 2, Roma 1965. 

By a different method under different conditions the problem of majorating 
the Dirichlet problem solutions has been studied by C. Pucc i and M. F R A X A ; 

cf. in particular C. Pucci , Operatori ellittici estremanti, Annali di Mat., vol. 
72, pp. 141-170 (1966). 
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